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Talk plan
I Quiver representatTvanieties

multiple flag varieties
30 min

5 min questions or break

I Connections between the two 30 min
5 min questions or break

III Applications combinatorics singularities
equivariant k theory

Notation and conventions
1k is an infinite field
vector spaces are finite dimensional over 1k



IA.Quivers representationvarieties

A quiver Q is a finite directed graph
Qo vertex set of Q G 7.2
Q arrow set of Q U

A representation V of Q is an assignment of
a vector space Vx to each xeQo

a a linearmap VitaVj to each its j e Q
rep Q is the category of reps of Q

Historicalremark i Quiver representations were

introduced to study representations of algebras
P Gabriel 19705

Suppose 1kHI and let A be a finite dimensional
I

aim
R is a set of relations on Q



Given V choose basis to identify
V e 1kt for some D due 270 xeQo
the dimension vector of
lkdi vi vj.lk'T given by an dixdj matrix
acting on rw vectors a

Ik Ik 4 2

Example 3 GoshYeon l

Q t V d gig Crep Q
1k

If we instead fix 4 and let thematrices

vary arbitrarily of fixed size we get the
representation variety
replay IT Mat k variety or

c jeon
di di vector spacevi Vj

Example keep Q as above with a 5

repCQ a Math XMata X Mat e IA7 7 75

The equivariantgeometry is what is interesting

The basechange group acting on repCQ a is

Gua IT Guan
xEQo



Example Continuing with I we have
d
5

Gud GLG x GLC2 x 6471 62157 and

g gz lk lk

g 93 cGuy acts V Va eVb E repCQ a94 on

Ik 142 1k

by V g givag.ly giVbgs

1k95kg

Easy but crucial fact for U We repCQ
V W V W are in the same

in replQ Gua orbit of repCQ a
rep theory geometry

4am
Gabrielstheorem LetQ be a connectedquiver
repCQ a has finitely many Gila orbits

the underlying graph of Q is ADE Dynkin
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I.B.mu eftagvarieties

A complete flag in 1k is a chain of subspaces
0 4 CV CV C C Van CVw lk dimVi i

A flag can be represented by MEGLcu
where Vi is the span of the first i rows of M

Example too o represents the standard flag
ooceisccei.es elk

Also fig represents the same flag

let be the subgroup
B a GUN of lower triangular

matrices

Generalizing the example flags in 1k are

in bijection with cosets B g C B IG Un

The quotient space Flagln B I Glen is a

projective variety called a flag variety Its
points are in bijection with flags in 1km



2 5 7 n CWe can also consider partialflags fVoCV our Ik dimvi di
get Flagld ar P Glen where R is blocky lower

triangular P depends on di Ir

The standard group we consider acting on flag varieties is
Uppertriangular matrices13 by rightmalt on matrices

Multiple flag varieties are products of
flag varieties with B acting diagonally

Key example double Grassmannians

Flag a n XFlagbin GrCain x Grcbm
b x g Cbe by

Ourwork focuses on the following problems for quiverrepvarieties
types of singularities in orbitclosures

partial order on orbitclosures combinational

polynomial representatives of equivariant Grothendieck classesof orbitclosures

They are better understood for multiple flag
varieties So we want connections



I.Connections
In this section we give explicit constructions

which realize our problems for certainclasses of
varieties above as specializations of the same

problems for other classes

I A The easy KE a
Partial flagvarieties as specializations
of type A quiver rep varieties

Given X Flag di de de n

consider the typeA quiver dim vector

Q d d dz 7dg n n I 2 I

let U rep Q a be the open subvariety
where allmaps are injective

G GLcu G GL di x xG4dm xGun1 x xGla

Note Gua GxGl
At the level of sets easy to see G acts freely
on U and pairsG'orbits onU partial flag completeflag



In fact we have a geometric quotient

U G e X x BIG X BG
homogeneous

which is G equivariant fiber bundle
4 f b

Using general properties of h f b s GIT
problems about B orbits on X are specializations
of problems about Gua orbits on Uffenrep Q d

Similar story for double Grassmannians

Given 4 GrCa n xGr bin take
V Clk Vilk

Qin a
ne n ie a c I type Db

and G Gun Gua GxG
With the same definitions above we again get

G equivariant 4 6 EY BG
The core ideas ofthis easy direction have
been around for decades
Details in CKR20 Thin 2.6



I.B.TypeAquiverrepsinsidemutipleflagvarieties
Based on KR Is inspiredby works of

Zelevinsky 1985 and LakshmiBai Magyar 1998
7 da doe

disGiven a type A quiver Q say boy
and dimension vector x dy
we want to find repCQ a inside a partial flag variety
But where is the flag

du d3 ds die
steps inflate Oi2 IS t.jo 1
Q a to bipartite setting di dos dy ds

Let repo Q2 beopensubvariety wherematrices over

newly added arrows are invertible

Prof There is a GUI equivariant isomorphism

rep40,2 _rep CQa GuaGHQ h.f.tn

So by properties of h f bs equivariantgeometry
for type A quivers in arbitrary orientation
can be reduced to bipartite orientation



Steps the bipartite Zelevinskymap
let Q be a bipartite type A quiver with dimreca
In KRIS we constructed a morphism of varieties

repCQ d Flag di dir X

such that for each orbit closure r repCQ a
5 r xIAN is an open subvariety of a

B orbit closure in X
Thwart variety

Exampled consider the bipartite typeA quiver rep
L 22 23

a vn v g
Br B4Then ICV is the flag Bc f Ai Bi

represented by the matrix matrices
43Lz di

di dip I 1 identity
pith pie 1 anatrices

gas.gg
fzEgi

EFIagCa drl
23 1
22 I
at 1



IIITypeDquiverrepsinsidedoubleGrassmannianI
Based on KR20 inspiredby work of
Bobinski Zwara 20027 Ty
Given a type D quiver say 44 1.1
we want to find each repCQ a inside
a double Grassmannian
Reduce to bipartite orientation again

In KRIS we constructed a morphism of varieties

repCQ a Gr Ca n x Gv bin Y

such that for each orbit closure r repCQ a
5 r x 2 is an open subvariety of a

B orbit closure in Y C generalized Schubert

where 2 is some smooth variety Variety

In fact the imageof 5 lands in
the subset of Y representedby invertiblematrices
It can be identifiedwith the symmetricvariety G1K
where G GLCatb K Gua x GLCb

mmmm



III.Applications
Viewing various equivariant geometry problems as
specializations of others above leads to the following

III A Orbit closures Zelevinsky
permutation

of quiver
orbit

theorem KRIS doesnt
Let Q d be type A Then the poset of
GUM orbit closures in RepCQa embeds as a

subposetof the B orbit closures in a partial flagvariety
i.e a Swbposet of a symmetricgroup withBrahatorder

Remand A converse statementalso holdsbythe easy
connections II A

theorem Cargo if
Let Q d be type D Then the poset of
GUM orbit closures in RepCQa embeds as a

subposetof the B orbit closures in a symmetricvariety
GIK GL atb 164 a xGLCb i e a subposet ofclans
M0903 507 who more detail in jointwork in progress with

Z Hamaker J Rajchgot
Remand Similar connecting statements are obtainedby
the easy embedding II A open embedding G kc Grahn xGrlb.nl



III.B.Singularities
theorem KRIS 13201

Thetypes of
singularities Tappearing in GUN orbit

closures in RepCQ al with Q varying over all type A
quivers 2 over all dim vectors are exactly the
singularities appearing in B orbit closures in flag varieties

They are always normal Cohen Macaulay
rational singularities char0

Based on work
of

theorem KR 20 13202
M Brion

the types of
singularities Tappearing in GUN orbit

closures in RepCQ al with Q varying over all type D

quivers 2 over all dim vectors are exactly the
singularities appearing in B orbit closures in double Grassmannians

and those in symmetric varieties GL atb 164 a xGLCb

Again normal CM national
resolutions

Lotincz in type D we find
singularities not appearing in

type A



HI.C.Equivariantk theong
For an algebraic group G algebraic G scheme X
denoteby KGN theGrothendieck group of the category
of G equivariant coherentsheaves on X
The connections of part II inducemaps on these

theoremCkR2o

let LQ.at be of type D Gtk as abone

Let TCB cGun TIN calls bemaximalTori
Then the map above induces a homomorphism

Laurent
Kt Gk Kita rep Qin polynomial ny

Thus the class Ekta rep Qin can be computed

by applying 5 to the corresponding orbit closure in 61k
This is useful because latter is better understood e.g

by EWY143

Other results in type A on

combinatorics equiv K theory
joint with A Knutson J Rajchgot

work in progress on type D with
Hamaker Rajchgot



work in progress with M Lanini
J Rajchgot on

symmetric quivers Derksen Wegner
symmetric quotients Glen soca

GLCullspan
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